The theology of non-violent Islamic education based on Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya

Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya is often used as a reference to violence in Islam, mainly because war narration is so dominantly displayed. The tendency of using Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya as the basis of violence conception in Islam drives Islamic teaching practices to become violence-oriented. This article presents a re-reading of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya by Wakhiduddin Khan, Tariq Ramadan and Satha-Anand, with a mimetic anthropology framework. The reading on Al-Sira resulted in three conclusions. Firstly, there are many non-violence stories at all stages in the life of Prophet Muhammad, since the pre-prophetic era until his death. Secondly, the Prophet Muhammad was a teacher who based his activities on the principles of tawhîd, patience, love, forgiveness and appreciation for humanity. Thirdly, educational activities are Muhammad’s exemplary activities which are full of non-violent values. The findings of this article can be used as the basis for the reformulation of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya teaching materials in Islamic Education as well as the basis of teaching activities for Islamic teachers.

Contribution: This article contributes to a paradigm shift in teaching the History of the Prophet Muhammad in a peaceful Islamic education system. The peaceful paradigm in this article can also divert the tendency of Islamic extremism to become an Islam that provides peace and prosperity to the universe (rahmatan lil ‘alamin).
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Introduction

Education is an essential means to provide children with the knowledge, skills and competencies needed to maintain harmonious relationships with different people. Education in Indonesia has been interrupted when it is alleged that there is a tendency for religious teachers, prospective teachers, spiritual activist students and students in general to have an intolerance understanding that is susceptible to violent extremism (Azca 2013; Burhanuddin 2016; Fuad 2020; Muhammad & Pribadi 2013; PPIM UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta 2017, 2018). The phenomenon of education as a driver of radicalism is also found in Pakistan (Mohanthy & Mahanty 2010). Despite the fact that no relation has been found with the escalating violence in the name of religion since the late 2000s, the findings of this survey are quite alarming and demand the search for long-term solutions. One of the solutions put forward by this article is by presenting Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya in a non-violent perspective.

There are a number of articles in the education field which counter the tendency for intolerance; the proposed solution is only limited to analysis of curriculum content (Kaymakan 2007; Nurwanto & Cusack 2017), student diversity (Afrianty 2012), multicultural perspectives (Baidhawy 2007; Purwakania Hasan & Suwarni 2012), instructional textbooks and holistic management (Raihani 2011). This article argues that tolerance education must be approached from the source of action and teaching material, namely, the theology of non-violence. This is based on the fact that the perpetrators of violence believe that their actions are religious orders (Samudra 2005), for example, based on the verses of the Qur’an (Qur’an, 2:191), ‘then kill them (infidels) wherever you meet’.

The reference to the jihād verses results in a conclusion that jihād means ‘fighting only, fighting with the sword’ (Emerson 2003) which must be done anytime anywhere as it is obligatory to do fasting. This shows that jihād is presented not only as a discourse but has been wrapped theologically. Not only that jihād is positioned as fard al-kifayah which must be carried out even though through representation (Habek 2006):

[7] That faith is obliged to defend the territory of Islam when enemies invaded it … [an obligation] first and foremost on the Muslims that were attacked, but if they were too weak to mount an effective defense, the obligation was gradually increased to include the entire Islamic community (Kippenberg 2011).
The perpetrators of violence that disrupt the stability of a State also underlie their actions to reject a democratic state based on the belief that only God can govern the world and provide a basis for a regulated society (Schwarzmantel 2011), while the government system regulated by other than God must be destroyed. For fundamentalists Jihadists such as Hizb al-Tahrir and al-Qaeda, criticism of democracy is the basis of their ideology, and they argue that ‘adopting Western laws and democratic rules are so evil that even if laws identical to those of the shari’a [Islamic law] were adopted in a democratic system would make them wrong and kafir [referring to unbelief or acceptance of false ideas]’. (p. 73)

At this point, referring to Mark Juergensmeyer (2003), religion has been used as a tool of violence, in the form of making violence a theology. On that basis, the counter-discourse on this phenomenon must also play in the same area, in the theological area. This is perhaps what Sachedina meant that ‘21st-century Islamic theology must communicate beyond the language of certain traditions’ (Sachedina 2000), namely, pluralism that can bring peace and justice to contemporary society (Sachedina 2000), or non-violence based on Islamic teachings (Darmalaksana et al. 1990; Easwaran 1984; Karim 1998; Pal 2017). In this way, the Islamic community can ‘play a role as a pioneer in the development of non-violence, and there is every reason that some of them do indeed have to lead the development of non-violence’ (Burns 1996).

In contrast, the existing discourse on non-violence or multicultural Islam, this article makes Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya as the core values of the theology of education. There are two fundamental reasons for the choice of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya as the basis of the theology of non-violence. Firstly, violent jihadists referred their behaviour to a number of wars carried out by the Prophet. Presenting the perspective of non-violence to Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya would cut off the violent jihad source of reference. Secondly, the life and actions that the Prophet reflected on the divine message revealed through him became an action reference for all Muslims. Imam al-Ghazali (1058–1111), one of the greatest theologians and Islamic philosophers, wrote that Prophet’s character was the Qur’an (Al-Ghazali n.d.:260). This is why the Qur’an states: ‘Indeed, in the Messenger of Allah (Muhammad) there is a pattern of a good example for you’ (Qur’an 33:21). His life is a universal example for Muslims throughout the world, so this article can provide behavioural changes from violence to non-violence when it can show historical evidence that the Prophet was a non-violence figure.

History has a very strategic position in Muslim education. Historical teaching encourages students to participate in history (Kuntowijoyo 1991); therefore, history does not only tell the past but what has been thought, said, done, felt and experienced by humans (Kuntowijoyo 1994). Historical teaching is recognised as the main site for building identity, transmitting collective memory and forming ‘imagined communities’ (Anderson 1991). History gives young people narratives about themselves, others and nations, and it signals them what is important to know about their past. Moreover, there are studies that highlight ways that certain historical education can contribute to violent conflict, for example, by strengthening sectarian identity, offering negative images and stereotypes from ‘the other’ and naturalising victims or the superiority of certain groups (Davies 2004).

History education has an important function in humanities education. Smith and Vaux (2003) identify that history education is needed ‘in the process of reconciliation by addressing the legacies of conflict’. It is needed in communities divided by ‘identity politics’ and experiencing violence and human rights violations in ‘multiple levels and types of healing and reconciliation and to move forward must come to terms with the past’ (Chapman 2007) which is obtained through history education. Sartono Kartodirdjo revealed that if history is to remain functioning in education, it must be able to adjust to the current social situation (Sartono 1990).

The Indonesian National Education System emphasises the importance of historical education of Islamic Culture. In public schools, Islamic Cultures History is one of the teaching materials from Islamic Education Subjects. Whilst in madrasah (Ibtiadiyah, Tsanawiyah and Aliyah), Islamic Culture History is an independent subject. There are three functions outlined in the Islamic Culture History subjects listed in the madrasah curriculum, namely, educative, academic and transformative (Departemen Agama RI 2004). Islamic Cultures History is taught with four objectives: (1) providing knowledge about the History of Islam and Islamic culture during the time of the Prophet Muhammad and Khulafâ’ al-Râsyidin to students so that he has an objective and systematic concept from a historical perspective; (2) taking wisdom, values and meanings contained in history; (3) instilling appreciation and strong will to practise good morals and stay away from bad morals based on careful historical facts; and (4) equip students to develop their personalities based on exemplary figures so that a noble personality is formed (Departemen Agama RI 2004).

The acquisition of wisdom through history makes history education a way for students to get the spirit of the past to understand the present and the future. Unfortunately, the History of Islamic Culture was written (and later taught) as a history of warfare (Waqidi 2012; Watt 1990). This can affect the reader because reading someone will build perceptions in him. Mistaken perceptions of the subjects of warfare can have fatal consequences for the mindset and actions of students, which at the end can lead to radicalism in religion. Errors in the meaning of war in Islamic civilisation are compounded by the many Islamic history books written by the West, such as Islam and the West: A Historical Cultural Survey (1984), History of the Arabs (2008) and so forth. Medieval Christian writers described Muslim soldiers with swords in one hand and Al Quran in the other (Ahmed 2003). Islam is called the sword religion, a belief that leaves true spirituality by purifying violence and knowing no tolerance (Armstrong 2011).
However, there is a lot of literature that has written the biography of the Prophet Muhammad in various perspectives, such as physicians, diplomats, generals (Ghiloni 2016) and also as an educator (Gade 2010; Ghuddah 2003; Untung 2005). All Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya writers put the prophet as a ‘sublime life’ (Haykal 1976) ‘genius’ (Al-Aqqad 1942; Ali 2014), ‘distinguished, exalted personality’ (Gulen 2010) and ‘too full of truth to deceive and too full of wisdom to be self-deceived’ (Lings 1983). Although there is no biography of Muhammad that uses the perspective of non-violence specifically, at least two writers of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya who have an orientation to describe the Prophet as a peaceful figure are Ramadan (2007) and Wahiduddin Khan (1998). There are also Satha-Anand (2015) and Nimer (2003) who made the historical fragments of the Prophet as an exemplary model of non-violence.

Whilst recognising the importance of curriculum, textbooks and holistic cultural policies, this article argues that Islamic theology of education and Islamic history subject matter is needed to be reformulated. This means that Islamic education programs and research must be directed towards having a spirit of non-violence, not just a discourse. The theology of education in this article includes the motivation and attitudes of the teacher in his profession, goals and at the same time the subject matters of Islamic history education, all of which contribute to the promotion and maintenance of the spirit of non-violence in the school community.

In supporting this argument, this article is organised as follows. First of all, this article will present a brief description of the reading of the mimetic anthropology of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya on the life history material of the Prophet Muhammad which is commonly used in Islamic religious education. There are two materials about the life history of Muhammad which is the focus of this article: firstly, the life span in Mecca (pre- and post-prophetic) and secondly, the history of war by the Prophet Muhammad. Then the results of the reading of this mimetic anthropology are discussed in the perspective of non-violence for Islamic education theology.

The core of this article presents a system component of non-violence theology for the promotion and maintenance of tolerance education through the historical reconstruction of the Prophet Muhammad. As much as possible, the article provides a special reference for education in Indonesia. In short, this theoretical article proposes an Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya-based tolerance education for schools in Indonesia.

In this article, the entire history of the Prophet Muhammad will be read in the framework of mimetic anthropology. Mimetic and tawhid anthropology is the idea of Adam Ericksen in The Universal Truths of Islam and Mimetic Anthropology: The Tawhid of God and the Tawhid of Being Human (Ericksen 2009), which orientates the principle of tawhid as a method of interpreting non-violence against the Qur’an. In this article, Ericksen uses the mimetic theory of Rene Girard, the concept of tawhid (Ramadan 2005) of Tariq Ramadan and the theory of Nasikh [Abrogation] in the tradition of Qur’an interpretation.

Firstly, the mimetic desire and the mechanism of the scapegoat are related to the devil (Girard 2001), and trust in God emancipates victims. Then, by quoting Girard’s book, The Scapegoat, Ericksen emphasised the ‘the mythical cover-up of violence’ (Girard 1986) whilst the scriptures say, criticise and encourage resistance to violence. From the two theories, Ericksen claims that faith is someone’s belief that God does not want to create victims, but that is God ‘sides with victims, with scapegoats’ (Aguilar Ramirez & De Beer 2020; Williams 1996) of culture.

Secondly, Ericksen referred to the Ramadan writings that the core and purpose of Islamic teachings are ‘adalah and maslahah, recognition of the One … and of al-maslahah – in the sense of the common good and interest of humankind and the universe’ (Ramadan 2008). Ramadan also stated that ‘Faith in God and knowledge, in light of the divine, must have as their immediate consequences a behavior, a way of acting that respects an ethic and promotes good’ (Ramadan 2009). From these two things, Ericksen concludes two tawhid in Islam, namely, tawhid which refers to all aspects of life in the One God, and tawhid of humanity which is the orientation of benefit (maslahah) as the only human action. The tawhid principle asserts that the meaning of all aspects of life must be referred to God and there will be no conflict in God. Ericksen (2009) further stated:

[If God is the Lord and Giver of Mercy and the Source of Peace,
then tawhid means that nothing within God can conflict with
Mercy and Peace. To locate conflict, rivalry and violence with
or within God is to break the fundamental theological concept
of tawhid. (Ericksen 2009:6)

Thirdly, the concept of naskh is a way of interpreting the Qur’an that allows the cancellation of one verse with another verse. Ericksen, by referring to the tawhid principle that all must refer to the oneness of God, explores further the concept of naskh that ‘the entire verse of the Qur’an must be cancelled by [or interpreted through] the Unity of God’. The verse about the oneness of God that can cancel all verses of the Qur’an is ‘basmallah’. Basmallah for Ericksen becomes ‘the lens that the Qur’an provides to use when interpreting the Book of the Qur’an and the Book of the Universe’ (Ericksen 2009). Basmallah expresses the ultimate desire of God to offer love and mercy as well as the desire of God so that humans organise their lives based on love.

On the basis of these three assumptions, Ericksen then interpreted all the verses of violence in the Qur’an as a call for peace. The many verses that command war or kill in the Qur’an, for Ericksen, show that the Qur’an is not a culture or myth that hides violence. In other words, the Qur’an suggests violence to be criticised so that it is not carried out whilst promoting peace. The violent orientation of the interpreters of the Qur’an to mimetic anthropology comes from the desire of the human mimesis of its oppressors, whilst the principle...
of tawhid constantly calls on humans to only imitate the God of the most Rahmân and Rahîm.

Sirah Nabawiya in mimetic anthropology perspective

This section discusses two aspects of the Sirah Nabawiya which are often used as references in Islamic education pre-projects. First, the life history of Prophet Muhammad SAW (Pre-prophetic history when rebuilding the Ka’bah, Post-prophetic Mecca, and the Life of the Prophet (SAW) in Medina). Second, the story of the Prophet in battle which is usually used as a reference for violent extremism in Islam. These two aspects are read using mimetic anthropology.

Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya as the source of non-violent Islam

Ericksen’s mimetic anthropology believes that Islam does not encourage violence; it encourages the spread of mercy to all lives. Ericksen pointed out that even in the three verses of Surah Al-Baqarah which are often used as a basis for fighting for fundamentalists, they showed a non-violent orientation. One of the verses referred to by Erickson states that ‘fight for God against those who oppose you, but do not overreach: God does not love those who transgress’ (Qur’an, 2:190). This verse, on the one hand, expresses violence, but emphasises non-violence, namely, ‘not exceeding limits’. This verse also shows the nature of God as well as the desire of God so that humans have the same traits as him, namely, dislike violence.

On the basis of the mimetic anthropological framework, the whole Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya is the story of a Prophet who was guided to avoid violence. There are two ways to read that can be used from Ericksen’s mimetic anthropology, namely, naskh theory with tawhid and religious theory as opponents of violence. Firstly, if the way the Qur’an is interpreted with the lens of the verse ‘In the name of God, Most Gracious, Most Rahmân’ (Qur’an, 2:190). This verse, on the one hand, expresses violence, but emphasises non-violence, namely, ‘not exceeding limits’. This verse also shows the nature of God as well as the desire of God so that humans have the same traits as him, namely, dislike violence.

Wahiduddin Khan is one of the authors of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya who believes that the Prophet Muhammad was a figure of non-violence. ‘The position of peace in Islam is so sacred, whereas war in Islam is only permitted under extraordinary circumstances if it cannot be avoided’ (Khan 2002), Wahiduddin Khan wrote. In the book The True Jihad: The Concept of Peace, Tolerance and Non-Violence, which was written on the occasion of September 11, Khan asserted that the main purpose of Islam was to spread faith faithfully (Khan 2002), whilst sociopolitical renewal is a secondary agenda that will be achieved by itself through Muslim spiritual renewal (Afsarudin 2018).

Khan then sorted out the moment of life of the Prophet who showed the attitude of non-violence, namely, the Mecca Period, Migrated to Medina, Khandaq War, Hudaybiyya Treaty and the Liberation of Mecca. For Khan, these five historical moments show that ‘the position of peace in Islam is so sacred, while the violence of war in Islam is only allowed in extraordinary circumstances if it cannot be avoided’ (Omar 1999). These five moments will be the framework of the discussion of this article, plus one moment at the Medina phase when the Prophet received a visit from Najran Christian Priests (Considine 2016).

Pre-Prophetic history: Rebuilding the Kaaba

The Prophet Muhammad was born in the midst of the jahiliyah society, namely, people who ‘forget the more human aspects’, ‘instead of protecting weaker members, some families continue to push forward and become richer, while others get poorer’ (Armstrong 2012). The jahiliyah society is also described as an aggressive society that can make violence a way to solve problems (Armstrong 2012).

The Prophet Muhammad received revelations that replaced the aggressive ethos of ignorance, with the ethics of hilm [forgiveness], namely, the attitude of patience, steadfastness and forgiveness; instead of spilling their wrath, they will remain calm even in palling annoying situations; they did not hit back when they were harmed, but gave up their vengeance to God (Izutsu 2002). Those who practise hilm love the poor, disadvantaged people, orphans and widows, feed the poor even when they are hungry themselves (Armstrong 2012).

This hilm behaviour was apparently possessed by Muhammad before he was sent as a Prophet. This can be seen in the event of a dispute over the laying of the Aswad stone amongst tribal chiefs. The incident occurred in 605 when the Prophet Muhammad was 35 years old (before being sent to be a Prophet and preacher). This event tells of the Quraysh tribal chief’s dispute about who put the black stone in the corner of the Kaaba. Every clan wants the honour of lifting the stone and putting it in its place; the debate is quite tense and lasts for 4 or 5 days until each clan prepares to fight to resolve the conflict. Then, the eldest of the people present suggested to the warring groups that they follow what was suggested by the first person who entered the Kaaba compound through the gate of ‘Bab al-Safa’. All parties agreed on this proposal and the first person to enter through the gate was Muhammad.

After listening to the case, Muhammad asked them to bring him a robe, which he then spread on the ground. He took the black stone and placed it in the middle of the cloth. Then, he said, ‘Let each clan hold the edge of the robe. Then, you lift it together’. When they lifted it to the right height, Muhammad took the stone and placed it in a corner. And the rebuilding of the Kaaba was continued to completion (Lings 1983).
Ramadan (2007) called this event:

[S]howing that in addition to the quality of the heart and its moral privileges, Muhammad also had the sharpness of intelligence used to devote to respect and peace between humans and various tribes. (p. 59)

Satha Anand (2015) stated that this event occurred when he did not have any political power, only as a citizen of the city of Mecca, but had become a peace-maker. There are four important values raised by the Prophet on this event, namely, patience, appreciation for the humanity of all parties, sharing together and creativity in solving problems. The patience of the Prophet was shown by his willingness and ability to hear problems that showed the will to learn all the information he got. Appreciation for the humanity of all parties was realised when involving all the conflicting groups to lift the black stone. In addition, the value of creative thinking characterised by the innovative use of robes as a vehicle for resolving the conflict must also be emphasised.

Ramadan (2007) concluded that in the process of establishing peace, Muhammad always:

[T]aught the heart not to let him be defeated by emotions and arrogant thoughts; lead the mind towards a solution that calms the heart so that it allows one to control himself with full tenderness and wisdom. (pp. 60–81)

Post-Prophetic Mecca

Whilst in Mecca (610–622 AD), the Prophet encouraged his followers to behave patiently. This situation for Khan (1998) was the main source of inspiration for the attitude of non-violence:

There were many problems in Mecca at the time which could trigger conflicts and clashes. But, by avoiding such problems, the Prophet explicitly restricted his field to the peaceful spread of God’s words. (p. 5)

The Prophet (PBUH) did not show a tendency to exert power in any form, even in self-defence. The Prophet practised non-violent resistance reflected in all his teachings in that period when Muslims were a minority and under threat. The teachings of the Prophet centred on the values of patience and fortitude in the face of oppression. Even though he was tortured, slandered, insulted and exiled, the Prophet did not allow himself to use violence and profanity. On the contrary, the Prophet’s teachings centred on faith and hope for enlightenment and peace.

Khan put forward two stories of the Prophet’s determination to remain patient. Firstly, when the Prophet gathered 38 of his followers, Abu Bakar felt that he had an urgent support to openly preach, the Prophet refused. Secondly, in the 6th year of da’wah in Madina, Umar protested to the Prophet, ‘Why should we keep Islam a secret if what we are doing is right, while those who are wrong are free to broadcast their beliefs?’ The Prophet also refused (Khan 1998).

There are two other events that get the attention of the Sirah writers, namely, the spread of Islam in Ta’if and the boycott event. The Thaif event was an event described by the writers as a critical event; the Prophet was rejected, insulted, stoned and even chased by the residents of Ta’if. The Prophet did not condemn the treatment of his opponents; even when there was an opportunity to give a reply, the Prophet said, ‘Don’t. Who knows God will issue someone who says, “there is no god but Allah from their womb”’ (Ramadan 2007).

The boycott was the culmination of the Quraysh’s pressure on the Prophet Muhammad and his followers; at that time, everyone was threatened not to trade and help the Muslims. Against this pressure, the Prophet chose to remain silent, not resist, allowing the boycott to take place until finally there was an awareness to stop the boycott. Regarding the events of the boycott of the Prophet, Khan stated, ‘the silence of these people while accepting the abusive treatment of their enemies has resulted in guilt in the heart of the enemy’ (Khan 1998).

The migration of the Prophet Muhammad to Medina was specifically seen as a strategic non-violent action (Nimer 2003), which enabled the Prophet to build a strong Islamic centre. The migration from Mecca to Medina is an example of the Prophet’s patience. When the Quraysh decided to kill Prophet Muhammad, he had two choices: pull out the sword and fight to defend and or leave Mecca, looking for a safer place to stay temporarily. But the Prophet chose the second path, ‘He calmly thought about the situation faced and decided to move to Medina, where he could continue the same task’ (Khan 1998).

The Prophet Muhammad in Medina

Ramadan (2005) described the episode of the Prophet arrival in Medina with peace message at Quba:

[S]pread peace [salam], feed the hungers, respect family relation, pray when people asleep, so you will enter the haven of peace [dâr al-salâm], this is the primary message that becomes a responsibility of a Muslim. (p. 158)

This message of peace is the spirit of the two most important events that took place in Medina, the Medina Charter and the agreement between Prophet Muhammad and the Christians of Najran. The two of them are considered as the notable moments conceiving Prophet Muhammad as a non-violent figure.

The Medina Charter is an important event that shows the peaceful orientation of Prophet Muhammad in resolving the conflict between the Medina Arabs and the Jewish people. Instead of mobilising the masses to drive away the Jewish who had been the source of problems for the Medina residents, the Prophet (PBUH) invited them into an agreement. It is affirmed in the Charter that both for the
native of Medina and the Jewish people ‘have the same rights and obligation as ours’ (lahum mā lānū ulla ‘alaykum mā ‘alaynā) (Ramadan 2005). It is also said in the Charter that all of them belong to the same umma and get equal protection.

The Prophet Muhammad’s and Christian of Najran agreement received significant attention lately after the release of two books written by John Andrew Morrow: The Covenant of the Prophet Muhammad with the Christians of the World (Angelics Press 2013) and The Covenant of the Prophet Muhammad with the Christian of his Time: The Primary Documents (Covenants Press 2013; Considine 2016). It was stated in the two manuscripts that the Prophet Muhammad ordered the Muslims not to attack the peaceful Christian community and even ordered that they not undergo the construction of churches (Considine 2016). Beyond the controversy over the findings of this treaty document, Ibn Ishaq (1987) actually discussed Muhammad’s tolerance and friendliness towards the visitors of Najran Christian:

When they came to Medina, they came into the Messenger’s mosque as he prayed the afternoon prayer clad in Yamani garments, cloaks and mantles, with the elegance of men of B. al-Harith b. Ka'b. The Prophet’s Companions who saw them that day said that they never saw they are like in any deputation that came afterward. The time of their prayers having come, they stood and prayed in the Messenger’s mosques, and he said that they were to be left to do so. They prayed towards the east. (p. 271)

The events of the Najran Christian visit took place around 631 AD after the Prophet Muhammad sent a letter to several Christian communities around Medina to embrace Islam. The Najran Christian then sent a delegation (of 60 people) to Medina. After that, there was a diplomatic dialogue between the Prophet Muhammad and the Christians of Najran. Ibn Hisham said that the contents of the talk revolved around confirming the teachings that the Prophet Muhammad brought about Najran’s Christian beliefs and Isa’s status in Islam (Hisham 2002:112). When it was the time for them to pray, the Najran asked permission. As there was no nearby church, the Christian delegation began walking out to pray on the streets of Medina. The Prophet Muhammad then told them, ‘You are followers of God. Please pray in my mosque. As a human, we are all brothers’ (Considine 2018). When the Najrans left Medina, a Najran leader said to the Prophet, ‘… we decided to leave you as you are and you leave us as we are. However, send with us a man who can act as our guardian judge’. ‘The Christian group left Medina with a written message that the Prophet would protect their lives, property, and human rights such as freedom of conscience and religious freedom’ (Considine 2018).

For this event, Ramadan (2009) commented:

[7]The early apostles will never forget the actions of the Prophet. They can draw a lesson from it about the respect that Islam requires from the believers, who are called upon to be more than just tolerant, to learn to hear and acknowledge the honor of others. … more than just tolerance (which undermines the great nature of arrogance in a power relation) the respect of others who are commanded by God is based on mutual relations that are egalitarian. (p. 204)

The story of the Prophet Muhammad in battles

The battles fought by the Prophet after he resides in Medina often become the fundamentalists’ reference to do violent jihad. Khan (2002) emphasised that:

[T]here was no slight intention in the hearts of the Prophet disciples to conquer a land or to pile up spoils of war. They prefer to become the source of true faith richness for others. (p. 164)

Khan’s (2002) judgment was based on the message of the Prophet to Ali Ibn Abi Talib in the war of Khandaq:

If you arrive in the valley, invite them to enter Islam and explain their responsibilities to God. For God’s sake, if there is one person who gets the demands of Allah Subhanahu wa ta’âla to become a follower of Islam through you, then that is far more good for you than if you got a flock of red camels. (p. 165)

Khan (2002) also put forward another example of the Prophet’s war behaviour during the Hunayn War:

The Prophet had the opportunity to take revenge on Thaqif’s ally Hawazin. But the actions he took were just the opposite. He received a group of representatives of the hawazin tribe who requested that the Prophet release six thousand prisoners of war. His treatment of them is very friendly. He not only freed his prisoners of war but also gave them the clothes and supplies they needed on the trip. (p. 156)

Al-Ghazali related that one day someone put his sword on the Prophet’s head and asked who would protect him. The Prophet Muhammad replied: ‘Lord’. The sword fell from the man’s hand and the Prophet picked it up. He then invited the person to testify that there was no god but Allah and that Muhammad was his messenger. The person said: ‘I am not jealous of you, I will not kill you. I will not follow you and I will not join the people who are fighting you’. The Prophet then released him (Al-Ghazali n.d.:271). In another case, a Jewish woman mixed poison into the Prophet’s food at Khaibar. When the woman was caught, she said: ‘I intend to kill you’. The Prophet replied: ‘God will not give you the power to do that’. The companions of the Prophet then sought the Prophet’s approval to kill the woman. The Prophet, once again, forgave her and replied, ‘Don’t kill her’ (Al-Ghazali n.d.:271).

The war carried out by the Prophet was based on the command of the Qur’an (QS. 5:2:190) on condition that it does not ‘exceed the limits’. This also underlies the decision of the Prophet Muhammad during the Hudaybiyyah incident. In the 6th year after Hijrah, the Prophet decided to invite his companions to Umrah to Mecca. About a thousand people took part in the trip without carrying weapons. The Quraysh obstructed the Prophet’s desire to go to Umrah peacefully. The situation heated up when the Quraysh continued to block the Umrah congregation until finally a peace agreement
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(Treaty of Hudaybiyyah) was made which was considered by some friends to be very detrimental to the Islamic ummah.

Regarding the Hudaybiyyah incident, Armstrong (2011) wrote:

Tragically, Muhammad found that war had its own deadly dynamics, in a hard battle, cruelty was committed by both parties. So, as soon as the flow turned around favorably, Muhammad adopted a policy of peace, riding without armed with a thousand unarmed Muslims into enemy territory. There, after almost being massacred by the Meccan cavalry, he negotiated an agreement with the Quraysh, accepting the conditions that angry followers seemed to throw away all the profits they had earned. (p. 70)

Whilst Khan stated Afsarudin 2018:

Ideally peace must be accompanied by justice. But … peace can be realized first even though he is still lacking in terms of justice, as exemplified by the Prophet Muhammad’s agreement to the Hudaybiyyah Treaty, which did not benefit Muslims. However, acceptance of this unequal peace agreement encourages justice and makes war unnecessary. (p. 362)

Examples of non-violent movements were also seen one year after the Hudaybiyyah agreement. After many followers of the Prophet were persecuted, some were tortured and killed (Lings 1983). When the Prophet entered Mecca with 10 000 people returning to Mecca and the Meccans, who made mistakes against Muslims in earlier times, afraid of their revenge, the Prophet chose the path of peace. The Prophet Muhammad stated:

Indeed I say as my brother Yusuf said: On this day there is no reproach (that is inflicted) upon you: God will forgive you, and He is the most merciful among the merciful. Al-Quran, 12:92 (Lings 1983:79–80)

This example of non-violent behaviour is reinforced by a farewell sermon which is the Prophet’s last important message for the Islamic ummah. In that last message, the Prophet Muhammad stated that the period of ignorance had ended, so too with all its practices, hostilities and conflicts based on power and material benefits. Since then Muslims have been united by faith, brotherhood and love, therefore in any condition, the Muslim community cannot ‘persecute or be persecuted’ (Ramadan 2005). The Muslim Ummah is united by faith, brotherhood and love, therefore in any condition, the Muslim community cannot ‘persecute or be persecuted’ (Ramadan 2005). The Muslim Ummah is united by faith, brotherhood and love, therefore in any condition, the Muslim community cannot ‘persecute or be persecuted’ (Ramadan 2005).

Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya as the basis of the non-violent education theology

The description of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya above uses the perspective of non-violence on the behaviour of the Prophet in the whole history of his life. The whole history shows a peaceful orientation, full of patience in the face of agitation and aggression and forgiveness. To formulate Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya as the basis for the formulation of the non-violent education theology, this discussion will be directed at two aspects, namely, the value of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya for the formulation of non-violent theology and for the formulation of the teaching of non-violent teachers.

Non-violent core values of Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya

The whole story of the Prophet shows compassion, forgiveness, respect for humanity and patience. Several verses in the Qur’an clearly indicate the divine purpose of the Prophet Muhammad existence as ‘mercy (rahmah) for any of you who believes’ (Qur’an, 9:61). As God’s mercy is not selective, it is this universal compassion that permeates the existence of the Prophet. The whole action of the Prophet Muhammad is a manifestation of this value of mercy. Therefore, for example, there were no wars which were carried out for the purpose of revenge; all wars were carried out to deliver peaceful messages.

Equivalent to mercy (rahmah), Karen Armstrong (2012) mentions the value of hilm [forgiveness]. This hilm value is described as creating behaviour:

[P]atient, steadfast and forgiving, instead of spilling their wrath to remain calm even in the most annoying situations; they did not retaliate when they were harmed but gave up their vengeance to God. (p. 68)

It is from this hilm value, Armstrong concludes, that Islam is not a pacifist religion.

In line with Armstrong, Satha-Anand (2015) believes that from this value of mercy, another value arises. From this compassion, the will to be patient appears. Compassion also facilitates the act of appreciating the humanity of others who, in turn, will be propitious to share together. Without compassion, the cessation of hatred cultivated by the bitter memories of the past will be difficult and, therefore, forgiveness becomes almost impossible. This compassion can also encourage the emergence of creativity that is conducive to peace.

There are two main values that deserve primary attention, namely, patience and forgiveness. Patience is one of the meanings of jihad (Afsarudin 2018). Those who are patient, according to Khan, are people who do not allow a problem to influence him, someone who has never exhausted his enthusiasm in achieving his ultimate goal. … not broken to face the pressure of any size, those who stand up without compromise, do not care how much the challenge must be faced (Khan 1998). Patience takes part, helping them not to be broken to face the pressure of any size, those who stand up without compromise, do not care how much the challenge must be faced (Khan 1998).
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Patience as the basis of the value of non-violence was put forward by Khan (1998) in the statement:

If we already understand the value of patience, we do not immediately repay opposition against us. Instead, we will consider further ahead and begin to devise steps that will lead us to the peak of success. (p. 169)

Elsewhere, Khan (1998) wrote, ‘Patience makes someone emotional and produces violence, while patience makes the power of the soul, namely the mind, grow within us’.

The pattern of behaviour of the Prophet is filled with core values of forgiveness. The value of forgiveness is mentioned in the Koran as an obligation of Muslims, even when they are angry (Departemen Agama RI 2015). The Qur’an asserts that forgiveness and reconciliation are appropriate actions in a conflict situation. Forgiveness is the second core value after being patient, through forgiving past, irreversible actions that can be offered (Muller-Fahrenholz 1990), forgiveness becomes an act of mutual liberation for those who forgive and who are forgiven. It also helps change social relations, so that peace is possible in the future.

**Compassion as the key of non-violent teacher theology**

Non-violent values that can be drawn from Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya are patience, respect for humanity, sharing, creativity, love for others and forgiveness. The whole values are a manifestation of tawhid embedded in the Prophet Muhammad mission. Hence, teachers need to place the values in the teleological meaning of their existence so that their actions always spring from the Prophet’s example.

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) is also always conceived as an educator who made education actions as his main activities. Tibawi (1954) stated that ‘both as a preacher of a new religion and as the head of a state, Muhammad proved to be an effective teacher and an enthusiastic promoter of learning’. As an educator, Prophet Muhammad showed his success. Saqeb (1996) (Muller-Fahrenholz 1990) pointed out that in the beginning, there were only 17 educated Muslims in Mecca and most of the teachings were delivered orally. However, this number changed dramatically at the time of his death (Azami 1992). In Medina, Muhammad promoted mass education resulting around 600 students in a short time (Azami 1992).

Moreover, Prophet Muhammad addressed himself as a teacher, ‘I was sent as a teacher’ (Al-Qazwini 1993). This statement was manifested in the educational activities he did, he chose to sit with students, motivate Muslims to learn and teach knowledge, guiding the attitudes of their followers painstakingly. He laid down the basic principle by stating; let the poor and the rich be equal before you in the acquisition of knowledge (Totah 1926). Later, he promised various gifts: he, who spoke of knowledge, praises God; he, who dispersion instruction in it, bestows alms and he, who imparts it to its fitting individuals, performs an act of devotion to God (Gulick 1953). After being considered masterful, students are given the responsibility to convey to others, ‘Return to your family and teach them (religious knowledge) and tell them (to do good deeds) and pray as you see when I offer my prayers …’ (Haykal 1989).

Al-Sira Al-Nabawiyya describes the Prophet’s first madrasa taking place in many places in mosques and homes. He appointed teachers to teach reading and writing in nine mosques around Medina that were also served as schools at the same time (Wan Daud 1989). In addition, the famous one is the porch of the Medina mosque called al-suffah. This place is dedicated to lodging for outsiders and poor people. This is where poor people learn to read, write, Islamic law, memorise al-Qu’ran and the method of reading al-Qu’ran correctly directly under the direct supervision of Muhammad (Hamidullah 1939). There were also other lessons such as swimming, shooting arrows, basic mathematics, basic medicine, astronomy, genealogy and phonetics. Therefore, Al-suffah is the first institution consisting of teachers, students, counselors, classrooms and student homes.

The Suffah tenants were mostly composed of unmarried young men, the poor and orphans (Watt 2012). Their misery is depicted in the hadith narrated by Abu Hurairah, one of the young men who studied there, ‘I saw seventy Suffah people and none of them had robes’ (Ghiloni 2016). The atmosphere of learning in Suffah was so interesting as Abu Darda stated (Al Ghazali 1962):

I would rather learn one point than spend my night in continual prayer. … Be a learned, or a learner, or an auditor but never anything else … (p. 12)

The following description of Suffah is presented by Atay (2007):

Since they neither had a family to feed for [sic] nor any other worldly worries to look after, such as camel flocks or beautiful date gardens, their sole business was either to sit next to the knee of the Prophet to gather the treasures he was distributing day by day or keep themselves busy with praying or spiritual cleansing. (p. 462)

Another point to consider in the process of change and transformation is the impact of his perfect personality. Mogra (2010) describes Muhammad’s personality as a teacher with the expression:

His noble character and sublime disposition played a critical role in his success as a model, guide, and teacher. His pleasant countenance, anger management, praise, and motivation absorbed his students. (p. 320)

An important feature of Muhammad is that he teaches through his behaviour and personality without contradiction between his statements and actions. This caused a deep impact on the students who appeared in the statement, ‘For
God’s sake, I have not seen a better teacher than him. I swear: he did not scold, beat or berate me’ (Al-Qushayri 1971).

The Prophet Muhammad is an example of a believer. Tawhid in Islamic teaching orientates action in two dimensions: for God based on the example of the Prophet Muhammad. Muslim educators should refer to the behaviour of the Prophet Muhammad as an educator because whatever the Prophet Muhammad was ‘the channel of the revelation of the book which is considered by all Muslims to be the quintessential sum of all knowledge, both human and divine’ (Nasr 1987). Consequently, the teacher not only learns to emulate but also has a deep personal commitment to faith and becomes a living example of virtue and piety that students can emulate without hesitation (Halstead 1995). In addition, Muslim teachers cannot escape the social problems faced by society, such as violence and intolerance. Muslim teachers can never be passive or indifferent to community problems (Tom 1981).

When the Prophet showed himself as a hilal, Muslim educators were obliged to be someone who was also a hilal. When the Prophet Muhammad had the core value of mercy (rahmat), Muslim educators should ‘encompass themselves in compassionate virtues, using their intelligence to reflect on’ signs’ of God in nature in order to foster the same spirit of caring and responsibility that will make them want to give to all God’s creatures’ (Armstrong 2012).

The basis of Muslim teaching theology, based on Al-Sira Al-Nabawiya, is tawhid, patience, compassion and forgiveness. One of the teachers of Muslims who carried out this theology of non-violence was Abdul Ghafar Khan, a Muslim Indian fighter who, together with Gandhi, fought against British occupation by non-violence.

Ghaffar Khan is part of the Pashtuns who has the habit of fighting to solve problems. In the First War of Afghanistan, in 1838, Britain won the war, but in 1842 the Pashtuns took revenge, slaughtering 4500 British troops. The act of violence made the British and Pashtuns full of fear and revenge, slaughtering 4500 British troops. The act of violence was the only right way (Easwaran 1999). Ghafar Khan then got inspiration from Gandhi and was reinforced by the history of the Prophet Muhammad who continued to be patient when facing terror in Mecca (Easwaran 1990):

For a Muslim or Pashtun like myself, following a path of nonviolent life is not surprising. The road was not a new way of life, the road had been passed fourteen centuries ago by the Prophet all the time in Mecca, and since then, the road has been followed by those who want to leave the shackles of oppression. But we have forgotten the way. (p. 130)

Ghaffar Khan realised that the principles of Islam are ‘work, faith, and love and without these, the name “Muslim” is sounding brass and tinkling cymbal’ (Easwaran 1999). In 1929, Ghaffar Khan gathered Pashtuns youth and taught non-violent Islam. The young men became non-violent forces which he named as khudai khidmatgar [servants of God] who opposed the British occupation by the method of non-violence. Since then, many Pashtuns have been rooted strongly in a culture of violence, dropping their weapons and living non-violent lives against British occupation.

There are three main keys in the non-violent Islam for Khan, namely, tawhid, love and patience. About tawhid of love for others, Ghaffar Khan said (Easwaran 1999):

The Holy Prophet Mohammed came into this world and taught us: That man is a Muslim who never hurts anyone by word or deed, but who works for the benefit and happiness of God’s creatures. Belief in God is to love one’s fellowmen. (p. 55)

Whilst about patience, Khan said (Easwaran 1999):

I will give you weapons that the police or army cannot fight. The weapon is the weapon of the Prophet, but you don’t understand it. The weapon is patience and truth. There is no power in this world that can fight it. (p. 149)

Patience is the weapon of the spreaders of the word, such as educators, ‘if the spreaders of the word begin to mourn the mistreatment they receive, their sincerity in fighting for the faith is questionable’ (Khan 1998). A Muslim educator teaches based on patience and teaches patience. From this principle of patience, a new generation will emerge facing the problem of Muslims by non-violence.

Conclusion

Islamic theology asserts that the life of the Prophet expresses practical instruction for everyone, whether Muslim or not. Indeed, the possibility of imitating the Prophet is the sine qua non of Islamic thought. More importantly here, Muhammad encouraged such mimesis in the context of religious teaching. When the reading of the history of the Prophet Muhammad results in the conclusion that violent behaviour is involved in the behaviour of the Prophet Muhammad, there is an example of violence as an important part of Islamic theology. How to interpret the history of the Prophet Muhammad’s behaviour, thus, occupies an important position in encouraging the behaviour of the Muslims.

The history of the life of the Prophet Muhammad can be a source of Islamic learning without violence when approached with Girard’s mimetic anthropology. Based on the reading of the mimetic anthropology of sira nabawiya, two conclusions were made. Firstly, all of Muhammad’s life activities in the eyes of mimetic anthropology show a peaceful orientation and non-violence. The historical material is the same, but in the eyes of tawhid, there is a new reality that even the role activities in Medina (in which there are a number of wars) are also activities of love and non-violent struggle. Secondly, the entire life history of the Prophet Muhammad is based on the principles of tawhid,
patience, love, forgiveness and respect for humanity which can be used as core values in the theology of Islamic education without violence.
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